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The internationally successful fashion company Marc Cain was founded in

1973 by Helmut Schlotterer, the Chairman of the Management Board. Today

Marc Cain is a globally operating premium brand for ladies’ fashion with its

own production facility in Germany. Marc Cain manages its global business

from the head office in Bodelshausen. Helmut Schlotterer as Chairman oft he 

Management Board still steers the company. Thus Marc Cain is one of those 

few fashion companies in Germany that is owner-managed.

To further secure our competitiveness and as a clear commitment to the location  

in Germany, from 2007 up to and including 2015 a total of 134.3 million Euros 

was invested in administration and production, together with research and  

development. In 2015 a Logistics Center with an automated warehouse was  

completed. The building complex extends over approx. 100 x 74 metres and is  

18 metres high. In total, an amount of 35 million Euros was invested in the facility.

The company meanwhile employs over 900 members of staff in Germany. 

150 Marc Cain Stores, 316 Shop-in-Stores, 299 Custody Customers, 

10 Marc Cain Outlets and 727 upmarket specialist retail stores in 59 countries 

characterise the selective distribution strategy. New Stores and new Shop-in-Stores 

are currently in the pipeline. The Marc Cain export ratio is over 60%, with expansi-

ons continuing.

The production chain of Marc Cain garments is predominately a European process. 

The advantages are not only that the distances are not only shorter and journeys 

faster, but also that the use of resources is also minimised, which protects the  

environment. Social and ecological standards specified by European legislation are 

strictly adhered to. In addition, Marc Cain is a member of the amfori Initiative, the 

leading worldwide economic association committed to open and sustainable trade; 

the company also is part of the amfori BSCI and is further committed to the amfori 
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BSCI Code of Conduct for the production chain and aims to oversee adherence to

this using independent monitoring systems. Further information under amfori.org.

The supplier management is shaped by close and long-standing relations that have 

lasted up to 10 years. This includes a portfolio of absolute specialists in every 

product category – without needing to jump back and forth between different 

suppliers and countries. Since the founding of Marc Cain in Italy, the company has 

preserved its Italian roots, combined with German perfection. Marc Cain‘s number 

one priority is to ensure the highest standards when it comes to design, quality, 

materials, the latest processing techniques and the fit. This is why the fabrics, like 

the woven materials, jerseys and knitting yarns come directly from Europe, the 

majority from Italy. Marc Cain knitwear is primarily made in the Bodelshausen 

location. The knitting of the yarns on highly modern knitting machines and also the 

finishing of the fabrics in textile finishing processes take place in Germany, in 

order to ensure the quality and desired wearing comfort for which Marc Cain is 

renowned. The innovative qualities and uniqueness of the Marc Cain Collections 

have their roots in the German production facility in Bodelshausen, which 

successfully runs a three-shift system for knitting, finishing and printing. The final 

stages of production, i.e. the sewing together of the garment components, is 

undertaken in Eastern Europe in partner companies. Throughout the entire 

procurement chain, Marc Cain follows a comprehensive quality assurance system.

Research and development play an important role at Marc Cain. Constant 

innovation is the basic prerequisite for running a Marc Cain production facility in 

Germany. Even back in the seventies Marc Cain was a pioneer, having the first 

electronically operated knitting machines. In the highly modern production facilities 

at the headquarters in Germany, 100 knitting machines are currently in operation, 

95 of which are flat knitting machines and 7 circular knitting machines specifically 

for the manufacture of garment fabrics. The majority of flat knitting machines are 

able to create “3-D Knit & Wear 100% Made in Germany” products. “3D Knit & 

Wear” is the production of a garment in just one single step, i.e. a completely

finished product leaves the machine. After processing at the Bodelshausen site, 

the garment can also be printed in-house. Owing to the high demand, additional 

“3D Knit & Wear” products are being added to the Marc Cain Collections.

At Marc Cain the collection is the star! The company philosophy was therefore

defined by the following guidelines: a sense of aesthetics and art, combined with 

casualness and naturalness, innovative thinking and exclusivity. Distinctive and 

unmistakeable – that is the vision of Marc Cain Coordinates.

Marc Cain not only understands Coordinates to be a perfectly coordinated outfit, 

but, above all, as the subtle meeting of seemingly Different individual pieces. 

Contradictions which nevertheless come together to create a rounded image. The 

resulting interplay forms a new definition of the term “look” – the Marc Cain look. 
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This look is expressed by the five labels Marc Cain Collections, Marc Cain Sports, 

Marc Cain Essentials, Marc Cain Additions and Marc Cain Bags & Shoes.

Marc Cain Collections, the brand’s core label, mixes contemporary, attractive  

silhouettes with playful details creating an expressive look - full of liveliness and  

casual noblesse. Luxurious and high-quality fabrics, strong prints, and offensive 

colours make for unique statement pieces that combine feminine elegance and  

self-confidence.

Marc Cain Sports is unconventional casual wear for everyday wear: easy, sporty, 

and full of a zest for life. The label combines casual nonchalance with functionality, 

playfulness and the latest fashion appeal. Core elements include the mix of different 

materials, special washes, technical details, powerful colours, as well as offensive 

patterns and prints.

Marc Cain Essentials provides an interpretation of popular classics with simple 

styling, a reduced range of colours and high-quality materials. These articles do 

not feature short-lived trends, but instead offer a comforting assurance of a long 

usable life, with their fine, casual and uncomplicated appearance. Essentials belong 

in every wardrobe, as they can be combined in a versatile way with many different 

items and bridge the gap between comfort and elegance. Top quality, a high 

degree of wearability and classical designs characterise Marc Cain Essentials; this

is genuine sustainability in the best sense.

Additions are “add-ons” for best sellers and important single items for the fashion 

trade. Completely separated from the Collections themes of the coordinates labels 

Marc Cain Collections and Marc Cain Sports, customers are offered fashionable 

trends in the most important sectors, such as outdoor wear, dresses, T-shirts, 

blouses, trousers, etc. With Marc Cain Additions, the existing range of individual 

items is further extended. 

For the Fall/Winter 2016 Season, we introduced the new label Bags & Shoes. 

Marc Cain Bags & Shoes is a broad range which is offered to meet the needs of 

the retail shoe and bag trade. It stands out from with its unique design concept 

featuring an individual language of shape and great love of detail. The styling of the 

handbags, shoes and belts features the newly-developed brand symbol, the “Leo 

head”, and the range is characterised by the use of exclusive materials, outstanding

comfort when worn, a high degree of functionality and perfect workmanship.

The Marc Cain woman lives for today, is confident, open-minded and curious. She 

loves being a woman, which she expresses through what she wears – naturally 

and effortlessly.

Marc Cain built sustainability into its brand promise in 2020 with 

“Rethink Together”. The sustainability label „Rethink Together“ is another important 

step on the way to more transparency for customers along the entire value chain.
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“Rethink Together” – this is the idea Marc Cain follows, because rethinking together 

is the credo of today. This is not only about an ecological conscience, but also a 

social conscience, which makes both end consumers and companies rethink. This 

includes fairer working conditions, more resource-efficient materials and 

transparent trade channels. Marc Cain takes this holistic approach with its 

“Rethink Together” products – they are made from more sustainable materials and 

go through innovative, resource-saving production processes, which means, for 

example, that less water and fewer chemicals are used. And with the appropriate 

labelling, in the form of a hangtag on the article and a sewn-in woven label, the end 

consumer can see directly that it is a product made with greater aspirations in 

terms of sustainability.

Status: until June 2021


